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The SprayPort  7000 Series from Earlex 
introduces Thin Blade technology for 
25% more power*

The 7000 series is the workhorse of our range. Its unique Thin Blade 
technology provides up to 25% more power*. Spraying thicker coatings, 
improved atomisation, longer life turbines and increased production rates 
are all benefits of the SprayPort.  The 7000 series is designed for the 
serious professional who demands the best equipment that they can rely 
on day in and day out. Variable control allows adjustment of the power up 
or down dependant on coating thickness giving you greater control on the 
atomisation, flow rate and ultimately the finish.

The 7003 system is ideal for thin to 
thick coatings and combined with the 
Pro-8™ gun provides superb 
atomisation ensuring a flawless 
finish every time.

The 5 stage turbine on the 7005 
combined with a host of features 
makes this unit the industry leader. 
From thin to thick materials, the 
ultimate in turbine performance, 
providing the best finish on the market.

7003 Model

Introduction

7005 Model

  Tangential Power-Flow (Thin Blade technology)

   VPTC - Variable Power Turbine Control

  VRS - Vibration Reduction System

  High performance bearings, double contact seals

  Advanced cooling system, improved air intake shroud

   QFS - Quad Filtration System

  Retractable slide, removable pop-out filters

  Rugged lightweight robust assembly

  Tough polyester powder-coated casing

  Rugged aluminium frame

  Retractable gun dock

  7.6m (25ft) HyperFlex™ hose with quick-connect fitting

  Efficient, powerful turbine creating better atomisation

  For accuracy, reduced overspray and bounce back

  Isolated motor mounts reducing noise and prolonging motor life

  Prolonged motor life

  Better cooling for efficiency and reliability

  For cleaner air and better atomisation

  Quick and easy for maintenance and replacement

  Portable and powerful

  Durable and long lasting

  Increased durability and portability

  Convenient gun storage during use

  Long flexible hose for natural, easy movement

Features Benefits

*than a standard turbine
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Pressure-fed / Gravity-fed

3-stage variable Control

Tangential Thin Blade

Quad removable

1600

1.3 (and wide spray)

1.0 (0.9) / 0.6 (0.5)

0.52 (7.5)

0.38 (5.51)

7.6 (25)

Pressure-fed / Gravity-fed

5-stage variable control

Tangential Thin Blade

Quad removable

1800

1.3(and wide spray)

1.0 (0.9) / 0.6 (0.5)

0.66 (9.5)

0.48 (6.98)

7.6 (25)

5016501003872

16kg (35lb)

19kg (41lb)

Standard Ti-4 Hi-2/8
Euro Ti-4 Hi-2/8

84242000

545 (L) x 382 (W) x 580 (H)

5016501003889

16.5kg (36lb)

19.5kg (42lb)

Standard Ti-4 Hi-2/8
Euro Ti-4 Hi-2/8

84242000

545 (L) x 382 (W) x 580 (H)

Barcode

Net weight

Gross weight

Ti Hi Standard / Pallet qty
Ti Hi Euro / Pallet qty

Intrastat code

Box Dimensions (mm)

Specifications 

PL117  09/14 

HyperFlex    Thermo-Vulcanised Polymer Hose

The new HyperFlex™ hose is the newest, most lightweight and 
flexible hose on the market. The hose has always been the last 
thing to be developed by manufacturers, but it was something 
Earlex felt was critical to user interface and performance. 
Specifically designed for the professional, it has quick-connect 
gun functionality and removes the need to have a whip hose 
avoiding unnecessary arm fatigue. It’s so flexible that it allows 
the user to manipulate the gun in many angles without the 
hassle and weight of moving a heavy thick hose.

Pro-8™  Spray Gun option

Turbine type

Motor type

Air filters 

Power

Needle, fluid tip and air cap set

Container option

Maximum pressure

Working pressure

Hose length

-

-

-

-

W 

mm

L (Qt)

bar (psi)

bar (psi)

m (ft)

Technical Data Unit of Measure
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